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           White 5 Speed Prolux TerraVac Vacuum Cleaner with Sealed HEPA Filter    
       K. S.  (Chicago, US)   
    
 Love it! The Prolux TerraVac is a great vacuum!  Unfortunately I returned it not because of the performance but because my house is so small.  If I had a larger space to clean, it would have worked out just great!  Thanks to Prolux for their really great customer service.  They really came through with quick responses and exactly what I needed and asked for.  Great company!
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           Prolux 2.0 Commercial Bagless Backpack Vacuum Commercial Power Nozzle Kit    
       Clean And Fabulous  (New Braunfels, US)   
    
 Satisfied so far I've only had this for a month, but enjoying it so far. I purchases this for my residential cleaning business in which I was previously using an upright vacuum that was not at all suitable for the workload and did not have the maneuverability needed to get underneath furniture. 

-It's light weight, especially compared to other BPVs I've used.

-Easy to take apart and clean.

-Attachments are great and with the wand extension, I can reach spots up high and under furniture without killing my back from having to bend over or hold a heavy cannister in my hand. 

-The hose is really long, which has taken some getting used to with my small stature. I do have to wrap the hose across/around my body to make sure I don't knock anything over.

-A bit more maintenance is required to keep this functioning properly, especially on the filter. This is mostly manageable but if I have multiple houses to clean in a day or a home that has a lot of dust and debris, I have to clean it in between rooms or homes. I bring a canned air with me to keep up with it. Regardless, I save so much time vacuuming now that this is a very minor inconvenience for me, and I will probably invest in a few spare filters to carry around for a quick swap.

-Very powerful and I have had zero issues picking up pet hair and other debris that previous vacuums were missing. 


Overall, I'm happy with this purchase at this point and I hope that it can be the workhorse I need for my business.
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           Demo Model Prolux Professional Shop Wall Mounted Garage Vac Wet Dry Pick Up    
     A.  (Querétaro City, MX)   
    
 Podrían enviarla a México No tienen sistema de apartado? Podrían realizar el envío a México, Querétaro?

    [image: User picture]   
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           Prolux 8000 Commercial Upright Vacuum    
     M.J.K.  (Spencer, US)   
    
 I'm a vacuum snob I received my 8000 last week.  The first thing I noticed was the large hole in the box.  Unfortunately the wand was bent and there was a split in the hose.  I followed the directions on the insert in the box and emailed service@prolux to report the damaged parts and a missing turbo tool.  I had a reply the next morning way before 7:30am MT which is their normal business hours.  I received replacements for the damaged parts and the tool in less than a week.  Finally I was able to try out my 8000.  I vacuum every day.  My husband is a woodworker and "shares" his sawdust with me every time he comes into the house.  Picture PigPen from the Peanuts gang only sawdust falls off my husband instead of dirt!  I am happy to report that my 8000 picked up sawdust that was stuck in my entry rug because my almost dead Miele upright couldn't pick it up.  I was very pleased by the suction, the quiet motor, and the ease of pushing and pulling.  I did not find the vacuum to be too heavy (for a 65+ granny of 7) and I carried it downstairs to clean and then back upstairs to use again tomorrow.  I have carpet and tile in my house and the vacuum cleaned well on both surfaces.  I will recommend Prolux to anyone who is looking for a new vacuum.
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           Prolux CTX PRO Water Filtration Bagless Canister Vacuum Cleaner    
       Adam Paredes  (Wichita, US)   
    
 Prolux for life Love our Prolux! Got it after getting a demo from a Rainbow saleswoman. This outperforms the rainbow at a quarter of the cost. Does a great job getting up all dirt from carpets, rugs, beds and is an awesome home air purifier.
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